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THE PREPARATION ANI) EVALUATION 
Oï' ASNS .cITi A SYNTWTIO OIL BASE 

OBJECTIVE 

The functaxnental purpose of this thesis was the 
preparation oi su1tb1e lubricating greases, consisting 
of a soap-thickened synthetic oil and hving a body or 
consistency intermediate between the fluid and solid or 
brick type greases. This type of grease is ordinarily 

described by the terns cup or sett grease, hich imply 

a semi-solid or plastic degree of hardness, usually at- 
tamed on eooling to atmospheric conditions after sapon- 
ification at an elevated temperature level. 

An extensive investigation $eemed well justified in 
an effort to develop a grease which could be used over 

a wide temperature range with an extraordinarily high 
viscosity index oil base, i. e. an oil possessing marked 

ability to resist change in viscosity with change in 
temperature. Very little Information is available con- 

cerning the behavior of the common metal soaps in lubri- 
cating media other than petroleum oils, or even In the 

pure hydrocarbons, so that It was certain that a valuable 
contribution could be made from the standpoint of pure 

research alone. 
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PREFACE 

SYNTHETIC OILS 

in the prepiration (Ef this thesis, n brief pre8en- 

tation of the development, uianufacture and marketing ol' 

syntietie 1ubricatin oils has been Inoluded as a back- 

ground to tte1r utilIzation for a lubricating greaae base. 

There Is little likelihood that the manufacture of 3ynthet- 

lo lubricants will become an appreciable amount of the 

total lubrioants produced in tht country for tht im- 

mediate future becau8e of their economic limitations. 

Considerable evidence o concern by the oil indu8try 

and the rovernment for future supplies may neverthelese 

be found in the recent proposals (14, p.101-103 and 25, 

p.72-7) for construetion of synthetic hydrocarbon 

plants, although the primary purpose in these proposals 

has been the manufacture of liquid fuels in the interest 

of national defense. 

The American petroleum refineries normally convert 

more than hail' of the "Zube" oil stock prOduOe(, as well 

as more than 65 of the wax stock, to motor fuel by crack- 

Ing operations (29, p.R-512). This degradation of poten- 

tially high-.prioed material into relatively loer cost 

products is brought about by the fact that the market 

for lubricants is small as compared ta thet for motor 

fuels. In addition to the surplus of lubricating oil 
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stock obtained, the cost of further refining to finished 

products is less for motor fuel. For these reasons, only 

the best stook requiring the least treatment are used, 
and when the demand is sufficient, more stocks can be 

utilized. 

In spite of the doubtful possibilities for actual 
conineroial competition betv.een the synthetic and natural 
lubricating oils, a great deal of research and develop- 

ment in the field of synthetic lubricating oils ha3 been 

accomplished in recent years. The war has served to em- 

phasize further the need for such work in order to obtain 

improved specialized products as well as to relieve the 
heavy drain on natural oil reserves in the case of der- 

many. Some few of the German synthetic lubricating oils 

have been shown to be superior to the premium grade petro- 
leum refined oils in certain respects (21, p.484). 

There are many different methods available for the 

preparation of synthetic lubricants, and the more import- 

ant ones may be summarized as follows (4, p.2656): 

1. Catalytic polymerization of hydrocarbons. 

2. Non-catalytic polymerization of hydrocarbons. 

3. Condensation of olefinic with aromatic 
hydrocarbons. 

4. dechlorination of chlorinated hydrocarbons. 

The unsaturated and reactive nature of olefinic 
hydrocarbons render them particularly applicable to polym- 

erization and condensation reactions. In the case of the 



less reactivo saturated hydrocarbons, reactivity may be 

achieved through the pre11m1nary or Intermediate Lornia- 

tion of an unsaturated hydrocarbon and Its subsequent 

polymerization or condensation to a more complex niolee- 

ular structure. Ethylene provides a starting point 

with th advantage of greater flexibility in obtain- 

in the molecular weight desired, and is available as a 

by-product of oraokin operations in petroleum ref inin, 

from natural gas, or by controlled dehydroenation of 

ethane, The first extensive invo8tigation of ethylene 

polymerization to yield lubricating oil fractions re- 

aorded in the literature was that of the Englishmen, 

Nash, Bowon and Stanley (22, p.830-857) and involved 

both satalytto and non-eatalytie polymerIzation. The 

reaetion of thylene at elevated temperatures in the 

presence of an aluminum chloride catalyst produced a 

light paraffinc fraction, intermediate distillates, 

and lubrioant fractions of polynuclear naphtLnio 

structure. The lubricatinj oils obtained were inferior 

with respect to oxidation resistance and viscosity 

index (22, p.846 and 852), 

A considerable amount of work with the synthesis 

of lubricants from coal and its derivatives has been 

done abroad since many countries possess an abundant 

supply of these materials. It is well knori that 

substantially viscous synthetic lubricants can be 



obtained by the hydroenatton or coal tar, and that 

auch oils usually possess an extremely high viasosity. 

Another proceuure tor tne manufacture of synthetic 

oils from coal tar consists or the condensation of sorno 

specific coal tar fraction with ethylene in the pres* 

ence of an aluminum chloride or boron tritluoride 

catalyst (4 p.2659-2660). 
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ThE MANUFACTUhE OF SYNTHETIC LUDhIGANTS 

The flr3t attempt to introduce synthetic lubri- 

eating oils in the United States on a coimreroial basis 

for general public usage as made by the standard Oil 

Company of Indiana in 1925 (9, p.33). These oils, 

known as "Synthol", were of the polyethylene type and 

were manufactured by the thermal decomposition of 

petroleum wax, followed by catalytic polymerization, 

us1nj an aluminum chloride catalyst. The viscosity 

index of these oils was relatively high, approxi- 

mately 120 (4, p.2660), but the carbon residue value 

was objectionally large. Despite considerable public- 

ity during the period 1925 to 1930, this initial 

attempt to open a new field failed, due to the inher- 

ently higher cost ol' production for these special oils. 

The only truly synthetic lubricating oil present- 

ly being marketed in the United States for general 

automotive engine crankcase lubrication is that man- 

ufactured by the Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation 

and its subsidiaries. The original research and de- 

velopment work for these polyoxethylene lubricants 

was carried out at the Mellon 1iesearch Institute in 

the years inmiediately preceding and during the second 

World jar. The only information whieh has been 

released to date in this country, regarding the 



manufacturing process for the synthetic lubrlcantß pro- 

duced by Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation arid its sub- 

sidiarles Is that they aro prepared from natural or refin- 

ery ga8 (17, p.79). AccordIng to information received at 

the tire of this writing from the Garbïde and )&rbon Chem- 

icals Corporation, a unit of Union Carbide arid Carbon Cor- 

poration, the ehem-Leni nature and nianufacturing process 

details of the water-soluble series of WUconTh lubricants 

are covered by U. S. Patent No. 2,425,755. Information 

reLting to these products was subject to wartime secrecy 

orders and this patent has been assigned very recentiy. 

An abstract of this patent will probably appear in ono of 

the late 1947 issues of The Official Patent Gazette. 

A British patent application (25,614/45) was recently 

oponed for public inspection and contains considerable in- 

formation concerning the water-insoluble lubricants pro- 

duced by Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation. This Is 

believed to be the basic application coverIng; the new en- 

gino crankcase lubricants and the specification is some 

twenty-four pages long and contains thirteen claims. An 

abstract of this application (ii, p.1B6) discloses that 

the composition of one lubricant Is essentially a mono- 

hydroxy l,2-o1yoxy-propy1ene fluid, which is the addi- 

tion product of a monohydric alcohol with 1,2-propylene 

oxide, together with a small amount of an addition agent 
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deaigned to reduce consumption, maintain a substantially 

uniforn viscosity during use, retard or repress corrosive 

conditions, and eliminate objectionable odor. 

According to this patent, an addition product of 

butanol and 1,2-propylene oxide was prepared in the fol- 

lowing manner 

About 3O pounds (4.9 no1s) of distilled n-butanol 

and 14,5 pounds of powdered sodium hydroxide catalyst 

were charge:. into a closed reactor equipped with ari agi- 

tator, from which oxygen was removed. This mbture was 

heated to 11OC and 1,2-propylene oxide introduced at 

such a rate that the pressure was maintained between 30 

and 3$ pounds per square inch gage. Reection was con- 

tinued until approximately 2600 pounds (45.2 mols) of 

propylene oxide was introduced. At the end of the re- 

action, 150 sallons of benzene were added along tith 150 

galions of water. This mixture was agitated to permit 

the extraction of sodium carbonate from the product, and 

after standing, an aqueous layer containing this salt was 

decanted. 

One portion of the layer containing the product 

and benzene was charged to a stripuing still and heated, 

so that aporoxinately 40 gallons of distillate were re 

moved and 135 gallons of product recovered, A second 

portion of the product layer was charged to a stripping 



still to recover an additional 135 gallons or residue 

product. The residues from the two distilltions were 

blended and filtered through a filter press containing 

a filter aid. The final product anounted to 2,785 pounds. 

From this general descrIption of the process details, 

it may readily be seen why the cost of produc.tg these 

synthetic lubricants is approximately three times as much 

as for the ordinary refined petroleum 1ubricting oiL 

As is the case for most new specialty products, the orig- 

inal price can undoubtedly be reduced as now uses and mar- 

kets permit the expansion of production facilities and a 

lower unit cost. 

Prior to the receipt of the preceding pat.nt informa- 

tion, a survey of the technical literature for possible 

methods of producing the water soluble type of polyalkeno 

glycol lubricants disclosed a limited amount of informa- 

tion. Polyethylene glycols were first prepare.i by 

Louz'ezøe and Wurtz at about the sanie tite in 1859 by 

heating ethylene glycol vith water, according to the fol- 

lowing reaction (, p.1905): 

OH GLIIWI CH OH CH OH 2> + HOH ---> t 
2,., 2 

CH2 0R2-O-CH2-OH2OH 

The first direct method of synthesizing a given polyox- 

ethylene glycol was that of Perry and Hubert (24, p.7B). 



The general reaction is represented by; 

CH2 -OCH2Oli2Cl 

CH2 

;CR2CH2C1 

CH OCli Cli OX 22 
+ 2 Cli 

2 

;0H2CH2011 

Di-clüortde of a 
polyoxethylene 
glycol 

2 
-00H20H20H 

CH 

Q i.CECflQH 

Mono-notallie sait 
at a polyoxethylene 
glycol 

+ 2K01 

if appreciable auantities of the di-metaillo salt of 

the glycol were present, a chain condensation reaction would 

take piace yielding polyoxethylene glycols of indefinite 

chain length (24, p.78). 

Exporiuienta.l work (23, p.2600) indicates that the 

8tepwiae addition theory proposed to explain the polyner. 

ization of olefinic substances, also applies to this type 

or reaction. The fundamental principle involved is that 

the monomer takes up energy of activation in the presence 

of a catalyst and adds another olecule of monomer with 

the migration of a hydrogen atan, The resulting polymer 

molecule remains activated and is able to add still more 

monomer molecules. 
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THE CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF COMLRCIAL 
POLYTHYLEN LUBRICANTS 

These compounds are of two types wh.icki are evidently 

chemically different, one series that is eescntïally in- 

soluble in wuter and designated by the symbol "LB", and 

another series that is soluble in water at room tempera- 

turo, designated as 5O_HB?. These lubricants muy be pre- 

pared in any de3ired. viscosity by controlling the reaction 

employed in the manuracturin process (17, p.79). Tbe 

various classifications under visooaity are 8pecifioú by 

a nuier representiui tLle daybolt Universal Viscosity at 

100°F in seconde, following the series designation. At 

present t:ie SO-klß lubricant may be obtained in viacosi- 

tiea o 55, 190, tiO, 400, 660, 2000, 35O and 5100 

. S. U. (aybolt econds Universal), while the water in- 

soluble LB ol is available in viscositie8 o 140, Ö0O, 

400, bbO and 650 s. . U. (26, p.153 and 156). Olassi- 

fication into viecosity ¡rades is dUTicult as one 

oil will fall into two or more Ai giadea on account of 

the relatively flat v1scosity-tenperature relationship 

(high viscosity index) for these synthetic oils. The 

slope of the viscosity-temperature curve for these oils 

exhibits a slight tendency to decrease as the viscosity 

of the product increases. 
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The pour points for these lubricants are consider- 

ably lower than those tor mineral lubricating oil frac- 
tions and are even 1oier than values normally obtained 

by the use or additives for premium grade petroleum lu- 

bricating oils. Flash and fire point8 compare favorably 

with xrineral oils and in the lower viscosity ranges are 

higher than for equivalent viscosity petroleum oils. 
Auto-ignition temperatures are approxiniately 100° F high- 

er, Very low carbon residue values aro exhibited by 

these synthetic lubricants so that in the event that ex- 

cessive temperatures were e:perienced, only minute car- 

bon deposits would be obtained. The oxidation products 

aro largely low molecular weight volatile compounds, 

hile in the normai process of oxidation of a mineral 

oil, non-volatile products are obtained which are even- 

tually converted to oil insoluble sludges, gum and var- 

nish. The faot that very little increase in viseoity 
i8 experienced with use of the synthotic oils, is ac- 

counted for by the absence of insoluble oxidation prod- 

ucts, which tend to foul an engine. Extensive dyna- 

morneter and engine field tests did not indicate any 

detrimental effect on lubricating ability due to the 

dissolved oxidation products. Laboratory film-strength 

tests (ability to carry load or resist wear) on various 

machines have shown that both types of lubricants have a 
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filin stren,th in about the same general range as unborn- 

pounded petroleum oils, with the water soluble type hay- 

Ing a slightly greater film strength (26, p.156). 
Both synthetics are soluble in a variety of organic 

solvents and with increasing molecular weight there re- 
suits a slightly decreased solubility in water and a 

soinewhat greater decreased solubility in organic solvents. 
A list of compatabilities and solubilities of higher 

polyethylene glycols in various substances is available 
from tho manufacturer (26, p.155; 19, p.249-250). The 

50-H5 series are characterized by high solubility in 
water, noderate solubility in aromatic hydrocarbons and 

comriete insolubility in aliphatic hydrocarbons. rfhe LB 

series IS soluble in gasoline and kerosene and to a 11m- 

ited extent In heavier petroleum oils at ordinary tempez- 

atures, the solublilty varying v:ith the viscosity arid type 

of oil. Both serios have little or no effect on natural 
and synthetic rubLers, enhanoin their use as a ba8e for 
greases. The more 1iportant physical and chemical prop- 

orties of the two types of oils are shown in Table I. 



TYPICAL PRoPTRTITS OF COMMERCIAL POLYETHYLENE 
LUBRICANTS 

Standard Grade 

Viacosity, SSU at 210F 
1000F 

-20 

V1scoiity Index 

Pour Loint, °B 

LB- 300X 
Water 

Insoluble 

ô2.7 
300 

l8,S6O 
183,000 

1, 370,000 

14 

-40 

£1ash Point, O 470 
Fire Point, °F S'TO 

Specific Gravity at 60°? 0.997 
API Gravity at 60°F 10.5 

t)arbon cs±due, t. 0.01 
Ash, Wt. % 0.01 

ator Gontent, Wt. 0.25 

Acid Content (i11i-eq./n.) 
Free Acid 
Free and Combined Acid 

01 
O 02 

50-RB- 260 
Wat or 

S olubi e 

65,5 
260 

9,650 
39,400 
29,0uO 

153 

-66 

435 
500 

i 04 

O .01 

0.25 

s 
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THE CHEIGAL STRUCTURE OF PETROLEUM LU3RIUATIN G OILS 

In order to appreciate better the dirrerenoes 

involved in u8lng a synthetic oil in the preparation of 

croases, as compared with the conventional natural ltzbri- 

eating oil baso, e. brief diecussion of the ava11ìb1e 

infonnatton on the chemical structure of 1ubr1catin 

oils is presented. Although an enormous amount of re- 

search has been porformei. along these lines, relatively 

little scientific data hove been obtained, except In 

the fora of generalizations, becau8e of the analytical 

difficulties Involved for a mixturo of such conp1ex 

hydrocarbons. This connotes ono advantage of working 

with a synthetic oil of definite molecular structure 
and subsequent uniformity of chemical and physical 

properties. 
The ordinary petroloum oil may include not only 

paraffins, naphthones, aroinatics and olefins, but 

molecular structures in which paraffinlc-naphthenic, 

naphthenic-aromatic, or parafflnic-aromatic-olefinic 

systems may he linked together (4, p.2576). The po- 

troleum fractions which are more soluble in such se- 

leotive solvents as sulfur dioxide, phenol, furfural 

and nitrobenzene contain a greater concentration of 

aromatic and olefinic hydrocarbon molecules and pos- 

sess a higher C/H ratio, greater degree of 



unsaturatlon toward hydrogen, reduced ox1dtion resis- 
tance and lower vicosity index. In these restu:cts, 
sucI an "extract" is not dissimilar from the complex 

hydrocarbons obtained by polymerizing ethylene or con- 

den$ation of aromatic bydroorbons with olefins. The 

only useful manner in which the molecular complexity 

of these hydrocarbon mixtures ciin be expressed la in 

terms of percentage aromatic rings, percentage naph- 

thenic rings and percentage parafinic chains, It is, 

o course, not possible to determine if the paraffinlo 
chains are side chains attached to aromatic or naph- 

thenic rings, or whether they are separate purely 

paraffinoid hydrocarbons. 

In addition to hydrocarbons, all petroleum lubri- 
cating oils contain small proportions of sulphur compounds, 

vthich are removed to a considerable extent in refining. 

The normal sulfur content of a refined lubricating oil 

generally lies between 0.2 and l.5; however, these are 

usually the more unreactive and stable u1pIur compounds. 

Very little is known regarding oxygen compounds except 

that they are present In extremely small amounts in 

certain oils, and the usual sulfuric acid treatment 

elimInates this type of compound. 

i!h.e relative proportion, character and structural 

positionlìlga of the hydrocarbon groupings largely de- 

termine the general chemical and physical properties of 
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an oil. Operi chain or praffin1e structure is associ- 

ated with low viscosity, high viscosity index, low 

specific gravity and high pour point (4, p.2656). 

BrOEnching oÍ the open chain groupings lead to a lowering 

of pour point and viscosity index, :hile the introduc- 

tion of cyclic structure increases tìie viscosity and 

specific gravity. The reduction or aronmtic groupings 

to naphthcnio rings raises the viscosity with but little 

effect on tht viscosity index. The correlatIon of phys- 

ical properties is further complicated In the case of 

lubricating oils by the colloidal characteristics ex- 

bioited by solutions and liquids of these high molec- 

ular weight components. 

From the above discussion, it may be recognized that 
even the best of the accidental mixtures to be found in 
nature, is less desirable for lubricating purposes than 
some of the individual components thereof, as borne out 

b the emphasis towards solvent extraction in the; ref in- 

Ing of premium grade oils. 

It is generally accepted that viscosity is the most 

important characteristic of lubricating oils, and since 
most lubricants are used under varying conditions of 

temperature, it is of primary importence that temper- 

ature have as little effect on viscosity as possible. 
Only a major change in the cmposition of an oil will 
alter it markedly in this respect, and the beet lubricant 



may be considered that which. most closely approaches 

the normal paraffinic structure without being a solid 

at the lowest temperature at which the oil is to be 

used. 
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THE THEORY OF GREASE LUBRICATION 

According to the American Society for Testing pater- 
lais (1, p.461), a petroleum grOaSe Is a senii-solid or sol- 
Id conb1nation of a petroleum product and a soap or mixture 

of 8oaps, with or without fillers, suitable for certain 

typos of lubrication. This definition should undoubtedly 

be modified to include the more modern greases which may 

contain eultable ckìemLeal additives to improve their qual- 

it7 with respect to syneresis, oxidation, extreme pressure 

and stability to heat, pressure and working. Since the 

synthetic lubricants used as a base for the perimenta1 

greases prepared in this thesis are indirectly manufactured 

from a by-product of the petroleum industry, the above dot- 

inition may be considered applicable in the broader sense. 

Iurther justification may be found in the slmntlarity of 

pksioal properties and intended usage of the natural and 

synthetic oils. 
There is considerable difference in opinion as to 

whether a grease is superior to an oil from the standpoint 

or fundamental lubrication alone (16, p,R-590), i. e., to 

reduce frictional power losses and wear; however it does 

seem cuite certain that this point is governed very large- 

ly by the individual operating conditions. Greases are 

ordinarily considered less stable than oils 'because of 

their tendency to separate under either high tonperature 
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or high speed conditions. Due to their heavier body or 

consistency, they oftor greater internal friction than 

oils and therefore are usually not suitable for high speed 

conditions or other conditions where Internal frictional 

power losses are an important consideration. Greases are 

considered much more rracttcal in a large number of ap- 

p].ications, such as: to supply lubrication under dirty 

atmospheric conditions or where machinery is inaccessi- 

ble and cennot be given freauent attention, where running 

clearances are excessive owing to wear or rough machine 

work, or where operating conditions are extremely severe, 

as at high temperatures, extreme pressures, for 8hock 

loadings arid low speeds (2, p,]Q].), It is with these last 

conditions that we are primarily concerned, since greases 

manufactured with a synthetic oil will of necessity cost 

more and their use can be justified only under special 

conditions where the ordinary petroleum baso grease is in- 

ferior in service. 

then one surface slides over another in the presence 

of a lubricant, two different types of lubrication can 

exist ¡ 

1. Tbick-fili or hydrodynamic lubrication 

2. Boundary lubrication 

In thick-film lubrication, the moving parts are eonpletely 

separated by a film of oil or grease, but under certain 

conditions the oil film will become so thin that the high 
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8p0t8 of the s11din member begin to touch the high 3p0t8 

of the $tationary meiiber. Th1 intermedïc te $tage between 

the two types of lubrication Is somctlmos c11ed p.rtia1- 

boundary, or critical lubrication, but Is not of great im- 

portanoo e.(opt in design or theoretical considerations be- 

cause of the 1irited eonditionß Involved, If t'ne load on 

the surfaces does not exceed a certain value, or 1Í the 

speed is inintathed above a certain minimum and. the oil 

viscosity 1 not too low, the parts will be separated by 

an oil or grease film. Under these conditions, the only 

important eharaeteritio of the lubricant is its viscosi- 

ty and as long as th grease shows tendency towxrd separa- 

tion, or does not include any solid particles of poor lu- 

bricating value, it seems logical that the increased body 

or cozisistency of a grease will provide superior lubrica- 

tioxi. The addition of chonical compounds can serve no 

useful purpose under these conditions; viscosit7 is the 

controlling factor *and these additives do not affect via- 

cosity in the. amount in whIch they aro normelly added. 

The ol]. film oRnnot be considered in terms of $Oc n,ater- 

lai having resistance to puncture or wMch has tensile 

strength. It is a fluid material which supports the load 

entirely b hydraulic action, and th lubricant charac- 

teristic which controls this action is viscosity. 

When conditions of load, speed and oil viscosity are 

auch that the oil film is too thin to completely separate 
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the sliding members and the high spots begin to to.ioh 

each other, and when the load is inorea8ed or the speed 

deax'oased, more of the high 8pots come into contact, 

re4uirirìg more force to drag one member across the other. 

Eventually a stage is reached where speed snd viscosity 

do not play a major role and boundary lubrication pre 

valle. What actually happens to the contacting surfaces 

and the very thin t11IU of lubricant clinging to the high 

spots involves both chemical and physical phenomena 

(v7 p.76). Certain high molecular weight organic oom' 

pounds eontainin carbon, hydrogen and oxygen, a coni- 

pared to hydrocarbons, usually termed oiliness agents, 

aro effective in re ucing friction under conditions of 

boundary or partial-boundary lubrication. Polar mole- 

cules have the property of forming a powerful bond with 

the metal surface, whereas the lubz'ieating molecule has 

no such effect. When these polar molecules are attached 

to the surface, they have been described, as long mole- 

cules sticking out like the flexible bristles of a brush, 

with the strongly adsorbed ends at the metallic surfaces 

(27, p.77). 

In the case of steel on steel, neither the lubricant 

nor strongly adsorbeJ. polar molecules can prevent the 

contact and subsequent deformation of high spots under 

conditions of boundary lubrication. When two freshly 

formed surfaces come in contact, the temperatures of 
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theie surfaces reach very high values, welding t&kes 

place, and. rupture of the metal to form iore fresh aur 

tacos occurs. Eventuall7 scuffing takes placo and by this 

time iost of the prominent high spots have been removed, 

and instead of welding of the small peaks of a very few 

higri spots, largor areaa weld, thus 1eadin to seizure. 

Thia phenomenon explains why the lubricants that are sat- 

istsctory for spiral bevel gears may not have sufficient 

extreme pressure qualities for hypoid gears. The sped at 

which hypoid gear teeth slide over each other is higher and 

consequently, for the same load, the contacting high spots 

are more likely to reach welding temperatures. 

The chief function of a lubricant under botmdary con- 

ditions is to contaminate the surfaces and thus prevent 

welding. Oiliness agents do this effectively up to a cer- 

tain point, but if the loads aro very high, they are 

rubbed off and lose their effectiveness. The hot spots 

react very readily with certain phosphorus or sulfur coin- 

pounds to form a metal alloy which lowers the melting 

point of the metallic surfaces considerably and permits 

the metal to flow into the valleys, resulting in a pol- 

ished surface. The chemical action is sensitivo to tern- 

perature so that when there is no high pressures and tern- 

peratures, there is no chemical reaction. A brief discus- 

sion of certain methods for measuring the extremo pressure 

oualities of lubricants is included under the section on 
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evaluation. 
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TH EFFECT OF OIL PHASE ON GREASE 

Since tue only major difference between the cxperim- 

tal greases prepared and acoepted commercial groases is 

that of the oil component, some insit as to the mauufae- 

turing difficulties and experimental r'su1ts obtained may 

be imparted from the observations o otìiers in previous 

'work. A very thorough search of the teeluilcal literature 

pertaining to greases and synthetlo lubricating oils did 

not disclose any reference to the ue of synthetic oils i 

this preparation of greases, although several authoxitios 

have recognized the need for researoh work involving the 

use or high viscosity index oils. ebber states (28, p.101) 

tiat the great improvements whicki bave been etfeoted in 

widening the useful temperature range of greases at all 

types are principalil due to the use o' oils o' lower vis 

cosity and pour point and higher viscosity index. feard- 

ing pour points, it is noteworthy that oils containing 

pour point dopreasant8 aro oÍ little value in low tempera- 

tu 'r e greases. Aceording to Klemgurd (15, p.751), it is 

'well known that, aside Írom the efreet 01' the soap base on 

the oonsito!îc7 and viscosity or lubrioatin, greases at 

low teniperature8 tue viscosity index or temperature- 

viscosity susceptibility of' the lubricating oil constit- 

uent is a most important ractor. It Is f'or this reason 

that considerable research should be carried out with a 
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view to Increasing the V. I. of oils used in greases, The 

use of high V. I. oils will not only improve such factors 
as gear shifting ability *t low temperatures, but will 
tend to maintain higher working viscosities during Sumner 

when the temperature ot the lubricant tends to become quite 
high. Various organic compounds have been proposed as ad- 

ditives for this purpose, particularly high molecular 

weight polymers. 

In dealing with mineral oils, Klemgard states (15, 

p.20), that the moro polar compounds are much better soap 

solvents and tend to render groase making easier and groat- 
ly reduce the chances for batch failures. It has been 

found that the production of fiber greases usina refined 

Pennsylvania (paraffinic) cylinder stock is very difficult, 
small lumps of hard soap being formed when the grease is 
dehydrated and cooled; whereas, the use of heavy Califor- 
nia or Texas stocks, which are predominantly naphthenie 

or asphaltic, gives a grease of good consistency readily. 

The effect of tar or asphalt is to produce a grease of 

smoother texture than could be obtained with highly 

refined lubricating oils, and large quantities of po- 

troleum residue are often incorporated for this reason. 

there it is necessary to utilize Peí'nsy1vania cylinder 
stock, it is best to start the kettle charge with corn- 

paratively low viscosity naphthenic lubricating oil and 

blend in the cylinder stock after saponification and 
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formation of the sponge base have been completed, this 

being usually carried out at a temperature lower than 

the maximum attained at the conmietion of saponification. 

The necessity of using a naphthenic base oil to obtain 

good results is borne out and emphasized by many author- 

ities on grease production (10, p.66 and 73; 15, p.362; 

18, p.214; 28, p.90). These investigators have found 

what many prctica1 grease makers learned by experience; 

that the dispersion of certain soaps, particularly the 

stearates, in an oil of low polarity, is a difficult, if 

not impossible, task. The ability to attain the propei' 

degree of dispersion will, of course, depend upon the 

degree of polarity of the dispersion medium, but it usu- 

ally reauires the presence of some third agent or phase. 

According to Lawrence (18, p.219), "the only hope 

of rationalizing the subject of grease preparation lies 

in systematic examination of th hysical properties of 

simple systems and comparison with performance under 

various conditions, and then in findinç the efiects on 

these properties of added polar substances. The effects 

of impurities in the oils cari tn be deduced in terms 
of their polarity, even if their actual nature is unknown. 

Only in this way can we discover what degree of complex- 

ity of composition of a grease is desirable for any par- 

ticular performance. If this preliminary work were carried 

out properly, the value of any sample of commercial 



grease could be assessed by a few simple chemical and 

physical tests," 

Soap-oil systems can exist in three different forms 

(18, p.213): 

1. True solution, the viscosity of which is but 

slightly greater than that of the oil alone. 

2. True gel, a stable transparent, homogeneous 

elastic system. 

3. seucIo-gel or paste of fully crystalline soap 

suspended in oil. 

in the second case, the concentration of soap may be too 

low for formation of a gel self-supporting under gravity 

and a solution of anomalous visooity results. The crys- 

tailites in a system of type three may be very small, but 

grow larger on standing. ith sufficient concentration of 

soap a plastic paste occurs, having a yield point clue to 

its rigidity and at small soap concentrations, separation 

resulta. The system Is not homogenous and distortion of 

the paste produces a permanent separation. Contraction of 

the soap in the mixture, either by tbzal contraction or 

particle growth, causes extrusion of oil and bleeding. 

The presence of small amounts of water, glycerine and 

fatty acids are required in the preparation of most greases 

and polar substances, even in small cuantities, aid dis- 

persion and alter the natire of the grease, The mech- 

anism of the attechment of the added polar substance is 
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probably dipole tdhe1on to the polar groups of tho soap, 

thoreby reducin their mutual eohesion (13, p.15). It i 

not pos1b1e to deternine with the necessary degree of ac- 

curaoy the amount of water taken by a soap dissolved In. oil, 

athee tho determInation must be carried out at temperatures 

above the nornial boiling point of water. In Lctual prac- 

tice the amount of water to be added Is determned b trie]. 

and error and usually Involves cooling the entire mixture 

below the boiling point at water to secure the final prop- 

er degree of dispersion. Very often this wtter of solva- 

tion is in the combined form of' the aikalai hydrate and la 

freed on heating. The average water content is directly 

proportional to the soap content; bowever this relttionship 

is afieoted to a certain extent by the nature of the manu- 

facturing process and particularly the maximum temperature 

attained during saponification and mixing. The moisture 

content is quite important in promoting fiber formation 

and tb.l$ afi'eet ii especially noticeable in the case of 

sodium base greases. 

In the case of a soap-oil system of the third typo, 

the presence of a highly polar compound la 

crystal growth so that the particles of so 

jeetionably large. Less polar substances, 

glyoorides which are formed as by-products 

tion, are used largely in practice to give 

aootber texture. 

apt to cause 

ap become ob- 

such as the 

in saponifica- 

a grease of 
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A more complete 1istiw of the various tactor at- 

fecting th. physical propert1es of greases Is offered by 

the Canadian National Reseroh Laboratories (10, p.66); 

(1) the metal of the soap, (2) the decree of unsaturation 

of the fatty acid, (3) excess acidity or alkalinity, (4) 

presence of certain added materials, (5) the polarity of 

the oil as rorosented by its viscosity index, (6) the 

rate of cooling during manufacturo, ('1) the amount of ag 

Itation, (8) the viscosity of the oil and other factors. 
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND RESULTS 

PREPARATION 

The written descriptions of experimental procedures 

followed and results obtained are grouped according to the 

type of ratty acid or fat used in saponification. 

At the time that this research rob1eni was undertaken, 

the chemical nature and degree of polarity of the synthetic 

oils were unknown. The usual laboratory procedures for te 

preparation of greases consist of heating tne various pure 

metallic soaps in mineral oil, with certain modifications 

depending on the type of soap and kind of grease desired. 

This was the first method attempted in an effort to deter- 

mine the suitability of the polyethylene synthetic lubri- 

cant for grease manufacture, Since the stegrates are most 

commonly used for greases and a number of different metal- 

lic stearates were available in the powdered form, the in- 

itial program consisted of obtaining a dispersion of the 

various soaps in the synthetic oil by mixing and heating 

according to the accepted prooedures for each different 

metallic stearate with a mineral oil. Soap mixtures rang- 

1n froxi 5; to 2O weight of the stearates of sodium, 

calcium, zinc, barium, alurnthum and ìagnesium were pre- 

pared in this manner. 

ÏJsin3 the water insoluble synthetic oil, Lß-300X, 

5% and is% by weight sodium st carate mixtures were pre- 
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pared by stirring ali of the soap into solution and then 

heating slowly with continuous agittion to a temperature 

of 2500E?. Thge n,ixture were allowed to cool under atmos- 

pheric conditions without stirring. uniform c1oud mix- 

ture was obtained in the first case, v1th complete settling 

of the soap particles in the bottom of the beaker takng 

place over period of several hours, The majority of the 

soap Dartic1es retntined in the original fine powdered state 

with a few hard lumps, approximately 1/32 to 1/16 inch in 

size, being formed, There was no appreciable Increase in 

viscosity of the oil mixture at any time during the e.peri- 

ment, indicating that a rrease could not be formed in the 

usual !renner. A reasonably uniform mixture oould be ob- 

tamed by stirrinc th sediment vigorously, but the soap 

would again settle out on standing, levin a clear oil 

phese on top. The 15% soap mixture showed little tendency 

to form larger particles and the effect of settling was rt 

so nottceable, although considerable separation did tak8 

i1'oe after s;veral days. ß fairly uniform paste could be 

obtained by keering the mixture well stirred and the ap- 

parent viscosity was somewhat greeter due to the larger 

concentration of soap particles present. The mture dark- 

ened slightly on standing, exposed to air for one month due 

to oxidtton of the oil Dhase. Both of these mixtures 

viere unsuitable as a grease. 
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U8ing the same o13. and concentrations of aoap, cal- 

cimi tearate niixtures were prepared In like manner. In 

both oìse, hard soao lumps settled out of solution before 

heating and. stirring to ¿5OF could be accomplished. Ad- 

ditional heatin to 7O had no effect on the size or 

amount of the soap precipitato fomod. The solid luirtps 

were quite hard and crystalline and sufficiently large so 

that they could be broken with a stirring, rod. i3oth of 

ttiese mixtures were entirely unsatisfactory, having a 

gritty nature even when the soap was stiried into solution, 

It was recognized that the manufacture of almost all com- 

wercial c1cium base greeses involve the incorporation of 

a small aiount of water in order to produce a grease of de- 

sirable consistency; however the so-called water insoluble 

synthetic lubricants hold in solution approximately 3 of 

water at room temperature (17, p.88) and it W& assumed 

that this water might be available to the soap to produce 

the desired result. This experiment was thon repeated with 

the addition of e% of water, but no appreciable difference 

occurred. 

When it became apparent that considerable difficulty 

would be involved in the preparation of a satisfactory 

grease, the size of the experimental batches was reduced 

from 300 grems to 50-75 grams, as only a limited amount of 

oil was available at that timo, Using the same oil, soap 

concentrations, and orocedure, barium stearate groases were 
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prepared . ith. results similar to those for calcium stoarate 

being obtained. A clear oil layer formed indicating that 

the soap was definitely ino1ub1e. Nunerous large, hard 

lumps, i/4 to 1/ inch in size, settled out together with 

some nne granular particles and no change took placo after 

etandirig for three months. 

2inc sterate gave results comparable to tLlose ob- 

tamed for sodium stearate, except tht the soap particlea 

were sliht1y granular. The 15% mIxture did not separate 

completei except on prolonged standing. 

since aluminum stoarate greases are very easy to pre- 

pare with a petroleum oil base, this soap was tried next. 

$oap concentrates of 5 and 10% br of aluminum 

stearate in the water insoluble oil were heatecL to 290°F 

with continuous stirring. The mixture darkened appreciably 

after heatIng to 280°F due to oxidation of the. oil. waxy, 

tough, semi-crystalline material formed around and beneath 

the stirrer as cooling tOok place. This soap precipitate 

was a plastic mass at the higher temperatures, changing to 

a hard, porous crystalline mass on cooLing completely, 

which floated on top of the oil phase instead of settling 
out as In the case of the heavier metallic soaps. In pre- 
paring the aluminum greases, the ìuxture quickly and com 

pletely clarified at 220-230°F, becoming completely trans- 
parent, with no evidence of any soap particles being pres- 
ent. This same effect is produced in the preparation of 
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aluminum base grease3 in a petroleum oil. Belioving that 

the rate of cooling wa too rapid for optimum gel formation 

(1.5, p.6O5), an electric heating mantle was substituted for 

the hot plate used in trie previous expriments. A iÖ% soap 

solution was heated with continuous agitation to a temper- 

ture of ¿70°F and after clarification the heat Input grad- 

ually reduced over a six hour period, out the same resu1t 

wore obtained, Another Rmp1e was cooled slowly in an Oven 

from 300°F in the ab8ence of stirring, but also yielded an 

unsatisfactory grease. As a further cheek, an ordinary 

western lubricating oil was substituted for tte synthetic 

oil and the saine procedure followed, yielding a very sat- 

ifaotory transparent grease of unixorm consistency. The 

green bloom originally present before the addition of alum- 

mum stearate returned to the grease on cooiing to room 

temperature and the rubbery, adhesive texture on intermed- 

late eoolin was not present in the tinal product, 

A 10% mixture of magnesiwn tearate in the $ynthetie 

oil as prepared in the same manner; however, practically 

the same results were obtained as for the aluminum greases. 

Two dirferent brands of synthetic oil were received in 

the original shipment from the Carbide and Carbon Chemicals 

Qorporatlon, one marked ucon LB-300X and the other Prostone 

Motor Oil o. 200. In checking some of the hyslcai prop- 

erties of the latter oil, lt was found to be water soluble 

and it was assumed that this oil belonged to the 50-iB 
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teristics of this typo of oil for the otallic stearates 

were any different, l5 by weight soap mixtures were pre- 

pared in much the same manner as outlined previously for 

the water insoluble oil. No difference in behavior to- 

ward the metallic atearates was evident in the weter sol 

uble oIl and the same type of insoluble soap precipitates 

wore for ed. 

Although a careful review of the technical literature 

ori the manufacture of greases had been macle in order to 

determine the correct procedure for preparing each type of 

grease, the possibility that some error in technique might 

exist was not overlooked. A 105 V. I. Pennsylvania base 

lubricating oil was used to prepare a calcium stearate 

grease in the accepted manner with approximately 5 water. 

A good grease was obtained, having a light yellow color 

and satisfactory consistency. Using the same proportions 

and procedure, the synthetic lubricating oil was substi- 

tuted for the paraffinic stock, but at no tirne durin the 

heating and mixing process w . s a uniform soap solution 

formed, A toußh, serri-crystalline soap mass within the 

oil would not dissolve even on heating to 300°F, where 

the oil darkened appreciably. The mixture did not Loam 

as in the case of the petroleum oil and the water did not 

form an emulsion with the oil, indicating tiiat the water 

may have combined with the synthetic compound and was not 
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available to aid tri the dispersion of the calcium 3tearats. 

Having failed to obtain a sati$factory dispersion of 

the various puro metallic steartes in the synthetic oil, 

it was decided to attempt saponification within the oil 

medium as it is normally carried out in comerciul grease 

manufacture. Iatty acids are frequently sugested as soap 

stock in order to obtain better control o1 the soap stock 

composition, a higher yield of soap than £ror! the triglyc- 

endes and ease and conpleteness of saponification. Us- 

Ing U.b.P. stearic acid and aqueous sodium hydroxide, sa- 

ponification in the synthetic oil was first attempted by 

melting the solid stearic acid in the oil tt 1200 

slowly adding suf.. blent concentrated oaustic soda to ob- 

tain complete saponification. A white ourdy soap precipi- 

tate formed immediately, resulting in a semi-solid masa. 

This soap was heated to 2000 F and more oil added, but the 

soap disclosed no tendency toward dissolution. Heating 

and stirring was continued to 
4QQO 

F and the soap parti- 

cies remained soft and tough, even after cooling, but did 

not yield a satisfactory grease. In an effort to obtain 

a bettor dispersion of fine soap particles, this mixture 

was reheated to 220c F and run through a hand-operated, or- 

ifice-type homogenizer. Some reduction in size of the soap 

particles was accomplished by repeatin, this operetion, but 

did not result in a satisfactory grease. Qonsiderable 

trouble was experienced with soap particles plugging the 
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orifice and thl8 niethod was abandoned. A oollotd ni11 

might have accomplished the desired effect. 

Klemgard suggests the uae of a low viscosity naph- 

thonic oil to form the soap base where highly refined 

(non-polar) oils are to be incorporated in the grease 

(15, p.84.-s). A sodium stearate base was formed in a 

small amount of low viscosity crude naphthonic acid oil 

and this mixture added to the sy'uthetic lubricant with. 

stirring and heating. At 25Oc F a olear solution re- 

suited, which formed a very uniform gel of good consis- 

teney on cooling. This grease wa dark in color due to the 

naphthenio oil present. hile the uniformity arid consie- 

tency of this grease was good, it vas reedily apparent that 

lt had a low melting point and possessed a definite ten- 

dency to thin out and lose viscosity ori heating due to the 

reduction in viscosity index of the synthetic oil base by 

the naphthenic constituents. This experiment did prove 

that a grease could be made with appreciable amounts of 

the synthetic oil as a 

It was decldei to Investigate other means of saponi- 

fication which would permit the full utilization of the 

high viscosity index of the synthetic oil. The use of a 

mixed aninal fatty acid saponified with caustic soda gave 

a gel suspension of fair consistency in the synthetic oil, 

but showed some tendency toward separation on standing. 

A mixture of palmitic and stearic acids, neutralized with 
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grease of very good consistency and contained no hard soap 

particles or other abrasive constituents. J soap that was 

insoluble in the oil and i.l,ated on top of te oil pSo 
resulted 'wlien palinitic acid aa used alone. oy bean fatty 
acid yielded a tan buttery grease of very good consistency 

at relatively low saìonifioation temperatures, lSO2OO F. 

Although this grease exhibited a slight tendency to sepa- 

rate on prolonged standing, it seemed quite likely that 
this difficulty could be eliminated by the use of higher 

soap concentrations, such as 2O-25. 

Following the procedure described by ileLennan for the 

manufacture of barium greases (20, p.-3), it was possible 

to prepare a satisfactory grease from soy bean fatty acid 

and the octahydrate of bariuni hydroxide. 3aponification 

and tac formation of a soap complex was completed by heat- 

Ing the mixture to 350 F and the grease set at approxinate- 

ly 250 F on cooling. A small amount of water was added at 

200 F and the mixture reheated to obtain an improved con- 

sistency, This was a very satisfactory grease which re- 

tamed its body after standing for more than one week. 

Althongh naphthenate soaps are not ordinarily used 

in the manufacture of greases, their uso in this respect 

has been suggested by Fillmore (7, p.37) and others. 

Aluminum naohthenate was prepared by heating aluminum 

subacetate in a naphthenio acid oil. The dark and ex- 
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tremely ttøky (adhesive) soap obtained was added to the 

synthetie 1ubiant at a concentration of 20%, but did not 

go trito oiution with repeated heating to temperaturs a 

high a3 35OF. Saponification was attempted in the syn- 

thetic oil by the addition of a1umini. cub-acetate powder 

to a nifoi mixture ot naphthenic acid In Ucon L13-300X; 

however the aluminum naphthenate formed a soft insoluble 

precipitate. A sodium mphthenate grease was prepared by 

the addition ol' conoentrated sodium hydroxide to a mixture 

o; naphthenio acid in synthetic oil at 150° F. The reac- 

tants were heated to 3lOc F and on cooling, a uniform, gela- 

tiflOU3 grease Was toiined. This reae oontained a very 

sual1 amount of cristallino material which settled, and 

was evidently due to certain impurities iii the crude 

naphthenie oil. A photomicrograph of this groase was 

made (see Figure 2) and a discussion of certain physical 

properties of this grease is presented under the subject 

or evaluation. 

A great many greases are menufactured by the direct 

action of an aikalai on venous fats, and in tiis type of 

reaction, the by-product glycerol remains in the grease, 

Since previous work b: others indicated that the presence 

of glycerine aided in obtaining a satisfactory dispersion 

of metallic soaps in oils (15, p.36; 10, p.75), a few 

experimental greases were prepared using fats. The di- 

root action or aqueous sodium hydroxide on lard oil, a 
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non-drying animal fat, re8ulted in the fornat1on of a very 

fine grey 3OE curd. suspended in the water Insoluble type 

of synthetie lubricant. This soap did not go into solu- 

tion Ort hat1ng to 32Oc but it Is aulte posIb1e that a 

satisfactory greise could be produced by extrusion or mill- 

Ing of the soap particles as it is coiîionly practiced in 

the grease industry. A bariuxn base grease was prepared 

from lard oil and bari hydroxide following the procedure 

used by hcLennan (20, p.2iii3), Saponification took p1 i ce at 

2lO22O F as evidenced by the formation of small white 

curds in the clear oil. The balance of the oil required 

for a 20%' barium grease was added and heating continued to 

350° F with oontinuous stirring. Agglomeration of the fine 

soap particles took place in the form of a single large 

mass that showod no tendency for dissolution at the ele- 

vated temperatures. 

The manufacture of atrontiw base greases involves a 

considerably highr temperature for saponification than is 

ordinarily used for other metallic soaps, the optimum tern- 

peraturo beine approximately 50O F. A rniture of lard oil 

and strontium hydroxide in the form of the octahydrate was 

heated to 425° F before decomposition of the synthetic oil 

began to take place. A white curdy precipitate was again 

formed, but did not dissolve at the upper tomperature Um- 

ita. 

A mixture of cobalt linoleato in the synthetic lubri- 
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cating oil did not thicken to form a grease on ropeted 

heting and cooling. 

Although the previous experimental work did. not indi- 

cate tiat the saponification of fats and inclusion of glyc- 

crol in the grease mixture was of particular promise, ex- 

cellent fibrous sodium stearate greases were prep.red in a 

relatively non-polar mineral (90 V. I.) oil by the Canadian 

National Re8earøh Laboratories (10, p.68-72) through the 

addition of 10% of glycerol to the soap il mixture. I'hi 

figure of lO' by weight of yoerol, based on soap con- 

tent, very closely approximates the amount nornal1y formed 

In preparing greases by the action of an alkalal on an 

animal fat. The be5t greases, from the standpoint of ap- 

pearance, that were prepared in the entire experimental 

program were made by the addition of 10% of glycerol 

(based on soap co:tent) to a mixture of sodium stearate 

in the synthetic oil. This mixture was then heated to 
2100 F ith continuous aç1tation to obtain the proper 

degree of dispersion and cooled under atmospheric con- 

ditions. Th18 simple trocedure gave a completely satis- 

factory grease with 10% and 20% sodium stearate; these 

groases possessed excellent consistency and were very 

uniform in appearance, disclosing no tendency toward 

separation. 

In view of the fact that it was not rossible to 

evaluate all of the greases prepared which showed 
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promise, lt was decided to llmit evaluation to this last 

type, which was apparently supoz1or to trie others. One 

additional step was undertaken to develop an extreme 

pressure lubricant made with the synthetic oil. Fortun- 

ately this did not prove to be a difficult problem, 

although some trouble was anticipated when it was dis- 

covered that the comron extreme pres8ure additives for 

mineral oils were insoluble in the synthetic oil. y 

heating the additive and synthetic oil it was possible 

to attain miseiblXity and the presence of a xnetaliio soap 

which thickened the grease on cooling, prevented the sep- 

aration of the additive from the oil. Some of the more 

important chemical and physical properties of the chlor- 

ine-sulfur type hypoid gear lubricant additive used are 

listed in the Appendix. 
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THE EVALUATION OF GREASES ?k}PARJD WITH A SYNTHETIC 
LUBRICATING OIL BASE 

The problem of evaluating the experimental lubricat- 

ing greases was of necessity limited by the type of grease 

which could be prepared and the equipment available, but 

under no circumstances could complete evaluation be consid- 

ered. When it became apparent that a really difficult 
problem was involved in the preparation of satisfactory 

groases, it was realized that very little ti::e and effort 

could be spent on evaluation. 

microscopic examination was selected as a means for 

examining the experimental greases, not only because of 

its acceptance as a method for classifying greases, but 

because it might possibly offer an explanation of any un- 

successful greases prepared. In addition, photomicro- 

graphy provided a valuable and permanent visual record of 

the results obtained. 

The early efforts to study the structure of lubricat- 

ing greases by means of the ordinary microscope were un- 

successful on account of the eculiar diffraction effects 

and the transparency of the soap particles. Farrington 

(6, p.414-416) made uso of the dark field system of il- 

lumnation with oil immersion to produce a black back- 

ground for contrast with the transparent soap fibers at 

high magnifIcations (1000 x). Using this method of exam- 

ination, a classification of lubricating greases based on 
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the length of the soap fibers was made 1cro-fïber 

greases having a smooth and buttery texture, such as 

linie base cup greases and aluminum stearate base creases, 

contain fibers less than one micron in 1engtl. Short 

fiber grea3es such as those used in driving ourna1 

compounds and smooth ball bearing greases, made with 

sodium soaps, htve fiber lengths ranging from one to 

ten niicrons. Long Liber reasee contain bundle$ ot fi- 

brus which are more than one-hundred microns in 1ngth 

and are the usu1 gear and chassis lubrictants nade with 

soda soaps. This system of c1aseifyin greases was sub- 

sequently verified by studies nade with the 1ectron 

microscope at much higher magnifioation8 (5, p.2t5B-27(). 

koiarized light (crosSe ico1s) has also been used 

successfully in reso1vtn the soap partic1s of greases 

(15, p.26; 18, p.217). It is necessary to dilute or 

eliminate the oil phase in any microscopio study of the 

ordinary greises in order to obtain sufficient contrast 

between the soap particles and dispersion inedia, since 

the dark liquid oil does not permit the transiiission of 

adequate light. Petroleum ether may be used as a suitable 

solvent for mineral oil greases end carbon tetrrchloride 

was used in the ease of the synthetic oil greases. 

Dry slides were prepare for the various experimen- 

ta]. greases by shaking gently a small portion of grease 

in a test tube with several milliliters of carbon 
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a thin film of residue on a clean slide glass. The equip.í. 

ment used con8isted of a Loitz petrographic miorosoope 

with polwrizer and analyzer and a Leitz "Makam' (iX) 

camera with 3 1/4 x 4 ]/4 inch sheet filin. Eastman Kodak 

Super-Panehro.Press film was used with a Wratten No. 58 

groen filter. Despite the use or a fast panohroniatic film 

with a Photoflood bulb light source at rated volt&ge, many 

of the slides could riot be aati8faotorily reproduced and a 

moro intense light source would have given better results. 

Exposure times varied from 5-b minutes for transmitted 

light to 9-10 minutes with polarized light. The length 

of exposure was limited by overheating or the lamp, which 

was not designed to accommodate the intense light source 

used. 

Dark field illumination with a paraboloid condenser 

was attempted first, but gave unsatisfactory results due 

to diffraction of light by the crystalline material pres- 

ent. The best results were obtained with an ordinary sin- 

gle ions condenser with a polarizing prism mounted sub- 

stage. roof of crystallinity was obtained by rotating the 

object through 90 degroes under polarized light and noting 

the restriction to passage of light by the crystal parti- 

cles. 

A 15% by weight dispersion of zinc stearate in the 

water insoluble synthetic oil is shon in Figure I. This 
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mixture was prepared by stirrin the powdered soap into te 

oil while heatin; to :7O°F; however, settling of the gritty 

soap particles on st.nding over relatively short period 

of tine resulted in an unsatisiactory grea8e. This suds 

contained an appreciable amount of the oil phase, caueing 

some of the particles suspended at different levels to be 

out of focus and excluded sufficient light for good con- 

trast, The phototcrograph does serve to show the large 

differences in particle size due to agglomeration, which 

were evident even to the naked eye. 

The sodium naththenate soap particles in a mix- 

turc with the synthetic oil varied considerably in size d 

shape, but appeared in excellent detail as sharply defined 

white crystals under polarized light at 82 A, as shown in 

iigure 2. Microscopio examnation disclosed tht the act- 

ua]. particle size was approximately 50 to 150 microns in 

size, with no evidence of any fiber structure present. 

This crease was prepared by saponification of naphthenio 

acid with aqueous sodium hydroxide, usin; an excess of the 

naphthenic oil, as described on page 40. 

Figures 3 and 4 are phtomierographs of 15% by weight 

of sodium stearate in ljcon LB-00X taken with trans- 

mitted light at magnifications of 325 X and 625 X, rospec- 

tively. The white lines in these pictures are not to be 

mistaken for soap fibers, but aro the outlines of the in- 

dividual crystals present. This is more readily apparent 



Figure 1 500 X Tr&nsmitted Light 

15% Zinc Stearate in $yntbotie Oil 

Figure 2 82 X Polarized Light 

20% Sodium Naphtbenate in Synthetic Oil 
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Figure 5 26? X Polarized Light 

ZQ% Sodiluin Stearate in 8yuthetio Oil (with Glycerol) 

Figure 6 625 X Tranamitted Light 

Conmiereial Sodium Baae Grease (Texaeo4arfak No. 3) 
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at ttie hîher magnifications in Figure 4. Under polarized 
light the entire anisocliinensional crys als were visible, 
rataor closely packed and with breadth approximately equa]. 

to width in most cases. Many particles were found to be 

optically active indicating a crystalline or semi-crystal 
line structure. 

A leas dense dispersion of sodium stearate (10% by 

weight) is shown in ?igure 5. This photorniorograph at a 

iiagnifioation of 267 X was taken with polarizei light to 

show the full details of the soap particles, but many of 

thorn wore too t'aint to appear in the negative. The bright- 

or particles are quite representative and they were found 

to be soTewhat more fibrous than the previous type due 

to the presnco of 1O by wetght (based on soap content) 

of glycerol. 
A comnrarcial fibrous sodium base grease (Texaco 

Marfak No. 3) is shown in Figure 6 at a magnification of 

625 X with transmitted light. The transparent fibrous 
soap particles are dic1Od as light white spots with the 

diluted mineral oil in varying degrees of darkness dependin- 

on thickness. 

A visual comparison of the commercial sodium base 

grease with the sodium stearate dispersion in synthetic 

oil under crossed Nicola disclosed the absence of any 

crystalline nwterial in the commercial grease except for 

a very few 8mall pai:ticles which would ordinarily have 
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been Included as impurities in the raw mateia1s used. It 

was definitely established by microscopic examination that 

the experimental greases, either with or without the eddi- 

tion of glycerol, consisted of a semi-crystalline or erys- 

talune paste. 

The fact that laboratory test machines cannot be con- 

sidered satisfactory for fina]. evaluation of a lubricant 

with regard to perrormance in service applies particularly 

to extremo pressure lubricant testing machines. This sit- 

uation may be due to many factors which vary from one 

machine to another, causing a particular oil to appear beat 

on one machine and poorest on another. Some of the vari- 

ables encountered are surface finish of the test sped- 

mens, the speed of the machine, and the rate or method of 

load application. Proper evaluation can como only from 

carefully controlled tests in the rear axles or other 

gears In which the lubricants are intended for use, It 

should be borne in mind that th laboratory testin ma- 

chines were developed with the idea of having a low cost 

device for use In evalusting the load carrying ability of 

gear lubricants instead of employing expensive gears which 

were destroyed on every test. 

1ost of th extreme pressure grease development work, 

as well as routine testing, has been carried out with the 

aid of the Tirnken Wear and Lubricating Testing Machine. 
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This riach1ne, when fittec with the large acrew-down lubri- 

eator, is the best practical apparatus for the testing of 

greases a distinct from olla (28, p.101). it could be 

further improved by the fitting of a small ìechanica1 

grease lubricator. One groat advantage of this machine la 

that the test blocks and. rings can be readily obtained and 

are or consi8tent quality. In addition to the load eapao- 

Ity, the Timken machine also provides uaeful lnform tion 

concerning friction and wear. If the machine Is used to 

test greases not having definite extrene pressure quali- 

ties, lt is helpful to reduce the speed of the test ring 

from 800 to 400 rpm., sa this will give inforniation of 

greater value for purposes of comparison. Viscosity def- 

initely influences the result8 obtained, Indloating that 

lubricating conditions are e. id.xture of thick film and 

boundary lubrication depending on the load, teitperature 

and speed of the test pieces. The motion o the mactune 

is pure sliding, ateel against steel, with rio rolling mo- 

tien that would be present In the conventional h.ypoid gear. 

Using the Tlznken machine, an ordinary grease with no addi- 

tives usually carries a load of only 5-15 pounds before 

scarring. By the use of additives and special compound- 

ing this value can be increased to as high as 50 pounds 

(1, p.60). 

A ?eeks Lubricating Testing Machine was used to 

measure the load carrying ability of the experimental 
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greases and a pioture of this machine i shown ìs Figure 7. 

The Weeks Lubr1ant Tester is a device in which a rectan- 

guiar test block Is brought Into 1in contact with a rotat- 

tug cylindrical pecinien, with provision for varying the 

preesure between the test pieces and maintenance of a fluid 

lubricant bath around tne lower portion of the rotating cyl- 

indrteal test piece. This machine is very similar to the 

Tinkon Machine except that there i no provision for con- 

trolling the bulk terperature of the ?uurloant or adapta- 

tion of a mechanical grease lubricator. The cylindrical 

spcimen is a 3tandrd Timken Test Gup No. T48b51, the 

same a s used in the Timken and S. A. E. machines, 'riich 

has a face width of inch, and an outside diameter of 

l-15/16 inches. The rectangular block is approximately 

inch square by 3/4 inches long. thoth test ì.ieces are 

made of carburized steel hardened to 60 1ockvell C. 

To test a lubricant, both test pieces are put in 

place, the oil container filled to the overflow ports, and 

the entire assembly allowed to rotate at the design speed 

fox two mInutes with no load. The loading lever is then 

loaded. with two pound weights every 30 seconds until fail- 
ure takes place, as indicated by scoring of the bearing 

surfaces and a sudden increase in baa on the electric mo- 

tor drive denoted by an ammeter. acki two pound weight 

represents 40 pounds applied pressure on the bearing sur- 

face through the medium of a 20 to i leverage ratio. By 
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Figure 7 

Weeks Lubricant Testing Machine 
for 

Extreme Fressure quality Evaluation 
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multiplying the size ot the bearing by the applied load on 

the bearing surface, it was cIeterîined. that the addition oÍ 

eaøh two pound weight wa equivalent to 2,560 pounds per 

square inch of pressure. A thermometer was used to meas- 

ure the bulk temperature of the lubricant in the oil bath; 

however measurement of this variable was not signIficant in 

the tests on greases becuee or their semi-solid nature 

which prevented erriolent mixing and observation of a rep- 

resentative temperature, Lubrictiting oils wre tested at 

room temperature (80°F), but the experimental groases wore 

heated to 150°F in a water bath tor one hour berore test- 

Ing. A temperature trop of approximately 2O'F was ei.per- 

ienced in contacting the greases with 

however they did remain in a sort semi-fluid state at 

130°F which served to a certain extent to overcore the 

dissdvantage of not having a positive means ror sup1y- 

ing grease to the bearing. 

Typical test results for both lubricating oils and 

the experimental greases are to be found in the Appendix 

with a summary of the average pressures at load failures 

presented in Table Ii. These latter values are the aver- 

age of several determinations with the exception of the 

tests made on petroleum oils. The viscosity, expressed 

in Saybolt Universal ;ceonda at 100°F, is listed for the 

various oils tested in order to show the effect of vis- 

cosity on extreme pressure evaluation. In addition, the 
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approximate viscosity Index of each oil Is d.enoted to Indi- 

cate the degree of refining or quality of the oil. 

Anal:TsI3 of the test results shown In Table II dis- 

clod that the load carring ability for o118 in general, 

increased with increase in viscoeity. Although a nineral 

01]. having the same vieosIty as the ynthetio oils was not 

available for testing, it was demonstrated that the syn- 

thetie oils were capable of supporting approximately the 

same amount of load a refined petrolouzu oils under the 

lubricatIn conditions for the Weeks Tcsting Machine, Due 

to the limited nunber of te$t made it was not deemed just- 

iflable to support the 3tatement of the synthetic oil man- 

ufacturer thL.t thece oils were intermediate betweon ordi. 

nary petroleum and mild extreme pressure iubricant in 

film strength and wear evaluation. A conventional ex 

treme pre33ure lubricant additive could be utilized et- 

Lectively in the 3:rnthetie oil, though essentially in.- 

olub1e, by continuous stirring. Little practical sig- 

nificanoe could be attached to this method oi increasing 

lubricating ability because ol' separation in storage or 

while not In use. 

In order to obtain a grease hici was superior in ex- 

treme pressure quality to the unthiokened synthetic oil, 

it was necessary to prepare the grease with an approxi- 

mate minimwn soap content of 20% in the case of sodium 



TABLE IC 

SUMMARY OF EXTREME PRi88URE QUALITY TESTS 
FOE EVALUATION O' SYNTHETIC OILS AìW GEBASES 

Commercial Visco3ity V13ooity Ioad at 
Lubricating Oils: Index . S. U. Failure 

- ai; lOOF _is5. 
Tidewater Associated Oil )o, 

Veedol SAiS 10 105 200 10,140 

Standard Oil Co. oÍ' Calif. 
SAE 30 95 520 17,320 

Carbide and Carbon Chems. Corp. 
Ucon LB-300X SA 20,10,10W 145 300 14,900 
Uoon Li3-300Ä with 10 
E.P. Additive 145 300 20,380 

National Carbon Co. 
Prestone Motor 011 No. 200 
SA E 20,10,10W 140 350 19,100 

Lubricating Greasea: 

xperiîuenta1 (Ucon L-300X Oil Base) 

1O2 Sodium toarate 7,680 

10% Sodium Stearate with 
10% E.?. Additive 47,900 

5.0% Sodium tearate 17,820 

Commercial 

Standard Oil Co, of Calif. 
High Temperature Sodium 
Base Grease 10,140 

Union Oil Co. of Calif. 
14% BarIum (See Table III) 11,420 
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stearate, h grease made with 10% of sodium stearate did 

not p038038 the lubrieating ability of the oil alne. It 

was demonstrated taat extreme pressure lubricant additives 

could be suceessfully incorporated in ;reases with a syn-'. 

tnetic oil base even th.ou,th taey were incompatible wit}a 

the oil at normal operating temperatures. Their ftvora- 

ble utilization in tiae experimental reses was attributed 

to greater solubility at the elevated temperatures noces- 

sary for dissolving the soap in the oil azid prevention of 

separation on cooling to atToapheric tcnperature by the 

soap mass which gave the niixture a uniforrn plastic con- 

aistency. In this manner the extreve pressure qualitr of 

a grease was increased to a value at least four times as 

great as when no additive was present. The ohiorine-sul- 

fur type hypoid gear lubricant additive cavo the grease a 

bad odor; however this could be masked with thc use of 

suitabloperfuxning substances iÍ necessary, as this is coni- 

moti practice in the grease industry, There was no evidence 

of s9paration or stratification within the grease or preci- 

pitation of any salts after etanding for one week. À gen- 

eral description, togetrier with certain chexncl and phy- 

sical properties of the hypoid gear lubricsnt additive 

used may be found in the Appendix. 

A comparison of the experimental greases with two ac- 

cepted commercial reases indicated that the load carrying 

ability of the synthetic base grease was somewhat superior 



to the oonnnon trpe and with an additive present in a 

grease of 2.0w soap oontent and re1ttive1y poor lubrl- 

cating vì1u'3, ari advantage o five times as muoh load 

carrying ability waa gai.ned over the petroleum base 

;retu3es. Although eori31steny or appar3flt viscosity of 

the reaes tßated doe affe et the results obtineJ in 

thIs type ol' evaluation to a ccrtain extent, lt would 

not be expected. to affect the above generalization to 

an.y great extent. in order to minimIze thl differonco 

In COnSi8teXlCy between the experinntal nd conrnerli1 

greases, the 1attr ere heated pproxìmately 50°F higher 

when tested in order to have approximately the garne coni- 

sistency for both types of gres.es, It not possible 

to obtain eoueroil grease with an extreme pressure 

additive as the common etrerne pressure lubrlcnts are 

gear oils and of a deftnitely fluid nature. The Tlken 

film strength vluns for nviber of conrerclal extreme 

pressure gear oils ocntsinin sulfur, phosphorus and 

chlorine range from 20,000 to 25,000 pounds per square 

inch at failure according, to one reference (15, p.?50). 

Table III lists additionI typical test velues for 

the experimental greases as compared with two of the best 

conmerciel greases merk eted for general all-purpose and 

high teìrperature conditions. ConsIstency Is that proper- 

ty of a body by virtue of which it tends to rnsist. defor- 

me.tion and for greases this property Is measured by means 
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oíl a standard penetrometer (1, p.465). This test eonsists 

of dropping a metal cone of definite weight into the grease 

sample and measuring the depth of penetration. some of the 

disadvantages of this test are that lt requires a large 

amount of sample, the apparatus is not suitable for use at 

temperatures much different than the surroundin,ç atmosphere 

and the range of uaefulness is by no means wide enouh aß 

the depth of penetration Is much too ;rea.t for the softer 

')reases (2, p.89). ThIs particular difficulty was en- 

countered with the experimental greases, sorne of which tell 

outside of the upper limits for the method of classifica- 

tion by the National Lubricating Grease Institute, based 

on consisteno7 then a new or Improved grease is devel- 

opod, its successful limits of operation are not limited 

to a consistency range of only 30 points, as would be in- 

dicated b the LGI standards. The same groase functions 

from a lubrication standpoint over a wide rango of con- 

sistncie and reasonable limits are all that is necessary 

(13, p.56). 

The standard method of determining the worked consist- 

ency of greases consists of penetroneter measurements after 

sixty double strokes with a perforated plate in a closed 

cup containing the grease sample. In recent years, the use 

of motorized orkors has made possible extension of the 

test to 5,000 or 10,000 strokes. Stability of consistency 



TABLE XIX 

TYP IGAL TEST VALUES 
FOR PEThOLEU AND SYNTHETIC OIL BASE GREASES 

Union Oil 
Co. of Cali(, 

NATURE OF SOAP Sr Ba 
% Soap, Approximate 20 14 

Uonsi3tency, unworked, 
AST at 77F 

Con3i steney,worked, 
AST at 77F 95 

ìatjona1 Lub, Gra$e 
Inst. Cla3sif. 2 

Dropping Point,A8TA, 450 

Bleeding, AN-(}-25 
at 2l2F, % 

Corrosion, CRC; 
L-26-545 t 212F 

Oil Constituent 
Viscosity, 3sU 
at lOOk' 
V&sosity, SSU 
at 21OF 

----Experimental-- - - 

---Sodium tearate-- 
10 10* 10 20 

400 415 370 365 

290 Too Too 415 405 

1 soft Soft O O 

400 25 280 - - - 270 

30.5 30.7 --- 10.1 

fass ?aaa --- 

Petroleum ------ yrithetic --------- 

22O0 t40 300 0O 550 300 

153 59,5 62.7 62.7 .1 62.7 

62 

*Oontained 10% :. P. Additive 

CRC; L-26-545 Test Procedure for Determining The Ciemica1 
Activity Toward Copper o1 Lubricating Greasea 

AN-G25 Army-Navy Aeronautical Grease Specification 



In service concerns resistance to mechanical breakdown and 

this may be anything from a slight softening ot the greaee 

to complete breakdown In the oU. condition. nxoessive free 

fatty acid, free alkalal, and water content, as well as the 

decree of unsaturatlon of the soap stock, are some of the 

factors which are imown to affect the stability of con- 

sistency of greases. The best results are nearly always 

obtained with naphthenic oils, so that considerable diffi- 

culty was anticipated with the synthetic oil base greases 

with respect to stability of consistency. 

The experimental sodium stearate greases tested for 

consistency show an appreciable reduction in penetration 

with increase in soap content and from the results ob- 

tamed it may be inferred that a 28% sodium stearate 

grease would have a National Lubricating Grease Institute 

classification of 1 or 2. Sodium base greases usually 

contain 15-20% of soap arid the cost of producing a 25% 

soap base grease, considering the additional expense of 

the special oil base, would be auite high. The worked 

consistency of the experimental grease showed an increase 

of 40-45 points, which may be considered somewhat lower 

than average and very desirable. Petroleum base greases 

have been produced on an experimental basis that show no 

increase in penetration with working (13, p.57). This was 

accOmpli8hed by compounding with special chemical additives, 

but their use is seldom justified in actual practica. 
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The dropping point of a grease is ordinarily deter- 

mined by slowly heating a given amount of grease in a spec- 

ial metal cup with a small hole In the bottom. The temper- 

ature at which the first drop of grease falls through the 

opening Is recorded as the dropping point. The dropping or 

melting point of a grease does not indicate that it may be 

safely used at or near this temperature since separation 

may take place before the dropping point is reached. This 

property is accorded some significance with regard to heat 

stability and is usually included in purchase specifica- 

tions. The dropping points of the experimental greases 

are only slightly lower than those observed by lemgard 

(15, p.385) for sodium base fiber greases of corresponding 

soap content. 

Thc' st method for stability to heat as embodied in 

most specifications is a modification of the original test 

developed by Timken, Ltd. The United states Army-Navy 

Aeronautical Grease Specifications (AN-G-25) reuire heat- 

Ing 10 grams o the grease to be tested in a 60 mesh wire 

screen cone for 30 hours at a temperature of 212 F. This 

test is quite severo and the experienta1 greases did not 

pas$ the maximum allowable bleeding of oil, 5. Consid- 

erable reduction in bleeding with increase in soap content 

may be noted from the values in Table IV and a grease con- 

taining 25Ç of sodium stoarate might possibly be accepta- 

ble for military aviation purposes. 
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Stability to heat Is frequently of more importance 

than is the drop point in determining the maximum safe 

working temperature of any greaso,whatover Its base. 3ome 

times any tendency to separato may be observed when deter- 

mLning the drop point, but in many cases the period of 

heating is not long enough to give a true indication of 

the stability at high temperatures. A good grease will 

only soften vthon heated at an elevated temperature for sev- 

eral hours, but tho faulty product will collapse and flow, 

usually with separation of oil. Again, naphthenic oils 

give the best results generally, and if paraffinic oils 

are used, the addition of sanie polar compound is helpful 

(28, p.100). Although excessive sweating or bleeding of 

tree oil from a grease is bad, it does not follow that the 

best grease is one which sweats oil the least. All lubri- 

eatinF, greases should sweat a little free oil, to enable 

them to creep into narrow clearances by capillary action. 

Factors such as surÍaoe speed, bearing clearance, time and 

tightness of seal which affects the relative area of vapor 

disengaging surface have an important effect on how much 

heat a grease can withstand. Where seals are tight and 

other conditions are favorable, certain sodium base greases 

have been successfully used above their dropping point (16, 

p.h-69). 

The Coordinating hosearoh Council test procedure for 



dettrmjnin the chemia1 activity 01' lubricating grcases 

toward copper was used to evaluate the experimental greases 

with respect to corrosivity in bearings. In this test 

(o, p.496-487), a strip of polished electrolytic copper is 

partially inm:ersed in the lubricant at a tersiperature oX' 212° 

F tor 24 hours. The strip is then removed, clened and ex- 

amined under e microscope at a magnification of 15 diamet- 

ers for evidence of pitting or etching. No evidence of 

pitting or etching was discernible in any of the three 

groases tested In this manner. The extreme pressure 

lubricant containing a sulfur-chlorine type additive dis- 

colored the copper strip, but it could not be considered 

cause for rejection. 
any other methods of evaluation were considered; how- 

ever limitations In equIpment available and time prevented 

their use. Gonsiderable tin.e and effort were devoted in 

attempting to use a small spur gear reduction unit for an 

aviation fuel pump as a practical means for evaluation. 

The size of th:; se.mpi.e used was too small for adeoucte 

testing and the time of test lengthy, and in view of the 

fact that spare gear parts could not be obtained, this 

method was abandoned, The number of greases which could 

be evaluated was limited by the raw materials available 

since approxiirately one pound of each grease was neces- 

sary to perform all of the tests listed in t.uis section 

under evaluation. In this respect a special micro- 
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ponetrometer and micro-worker would have been of inesti 

mable value (12, p.8188). 
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CONCLUSIONS 

In the progress of this re8earch. problem the following 

have been acomp1ished 

1. The methods generally used for the preparation of 

greases with a petroleum or mineral oil base were thorough- 

ly i-ivestigted in the preparation of greases with a poiy- 

oxyethylene type of synthetic oil base. £ractical1y all of 

these methods were found to be unsatisfactory. 

2. A new type of grease with a synthetic oil base was 

developed. 

3. A uniform dispersion of sodium tearate in the 

polyoxyethylene synthetic oil was found possible by the 

addition of a small amount of polar substance (glycerine) 

and consisted of a paste of fully crystalline soap sus- 

pended in the oil. This type of mixture produced a very 

satisfactory lubricating grease which showed no tendency 

toward separation, and possessed an extremely pleasing ap- 

pearance due to its light color and fine texture. 

4. Extreme pressure qualities were incorporated in 

the new grease prepared with a synthetic oil base. 

5. It was discovered that the addition of a soap 

thickener in the polyoxyothylene type of synthetic lubri- 
cant above a certain minimum concentration, approximately 

l57 for sodium stearate, results in an appreciable in- 

crease in load-carrying ability. 
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No work has oreviously been published concerning the 

preparation of a grease with a completely synthetic oil 
base. The composition of a mixture of sodium stearate and 

polyoxyethylene synthetic oil, as well as certain other 

soap constituents, for the preparation of a grease is be- 

lloved to be original. 

The method of preparing such a lubricant is very sin- 

pie and reauires no expensive apparatus. The raw mater- 

ials are currently somewhat expensive, but their use on a 

commercial basis could be justified for the production of 

special greases. 

Further resew.rch in the preparation of greases with 

a synthetic oil base may extend the useful temperature 

range of practical lubrication considerably. The removal 

of lower and upper temperature limits of approximately O 

and 4OOF respectively has long been a fundamental prob- 

leni to the lubrication engineer. The incorporation of 

certain soaps in a synthetic oil by special methods to 

yield suitable greases entails an enormous amouht of re- 

search work. 
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APPENDIX 

ThE PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PkOPERTIES OF A 
HYPOII) Jth LUBRICANT ADDITIVE 

General Description: 

Santopoid S..RI is a ohlorine-.sulîur type hypoid gear 
lubricant additive manufactured by the Monsanto Chemical 
Company and approved for Federal Specification VV-L-761 
lubricants at a concentration of 10% by weight. it iS a 
chlornapbtha xanthate containing n effective rust in- 
hibitor and is a dark, oily, viscous liquid, having the 
following properties: 

Specific Gravity 
Flash Point, F 
Pour Point, 0F 

ViscoBity, s.S.U. 
Color 
Sulfur, % 
Chlorine, % 

at 50C 

at 1000F 

i e iS 
5O 

Below 35 
300-375 

Dark Brown 
10-12 
29-33 



EXTREME PRESSURE QUALITY TESTS 
FOR EVALUATION OF SYNTHETIC AND PETROLEUM OILS 

Ve edo i 
- SAL. 10 

8tt. 011 Co. 
3A3O 

'74 

Ucon LB-300X 
SAE 20,10110W 

Be8.rtn Motor Oil Motor Oil Motor Oil 
Time Load Load Temp. Load Temp. Load Temp. 
Mina. Fs. AIUDß. F Ajip. F Amps. 

O 

o o i0.0 82 10.0 80 10.0 78 
O;30 O 10.0 84 10.0 82 10.0 '78.5 

lsOO O 10.0 85 10.0 83 10.0 80 
1*30 0 10.0 6 10.0 10.0 81 
2x00 25bC 10.2 87.5 10.0 84 10.1 92 

2:30 31O 1O.Z 90.5 10.1 86 10.4 
3:00 7680 10.4 97.5 10.0 8t.5 10.5 38 
3:30 £0140 105 10'? 10.3 90 10.6 94.5 
4:00, 12700 14.0 10.4 103 10.7 99 
430 15260 Failure at 10.6 116 13.5 
5;O0 17320 3;38 after 10.6 121 Failure at 

10,140 psI. 15.0 3:40 after 
load. Failure at 10,140 psi. 

5:05 after 
17,820 psI. 

o 
0:30 
1$ O 
1:30 
2:00 
2:30 
3 s 00 
sé so 
4:00 
4 é 30 
5:00 
5:30 
6:00 

O 
o 
O 
o 

2560 
3120 
7680 

10140 
12700 
15260 
17820 
20380 
22940 

Ucon L13-300X SAE 20,10,10W 

9.9 '79.5 

9.9 80 
9.9 80.5 
9.9 81.0 
9.9 81.5 
9.9 82.0 

10.0 83 
10.0 85.5 
10.1 88 
10.5 89.5 
10.7 94,5 
10.9 102 
10.9 126 
Overheat awl 
cut out at 6 

9.7 78 
9.8 '79 

9.6 80 
9.5 82 
9.5 83 
9.8 84 
9.6 98 
9.'? 92 

15.0 98 
Failed at 
3:45 after 
10,140 pal. 

tala 

; 20 

Ucoxi L13-300X 
with 10% 

E.P. Additive 

9.7 90 
9.? 91.5 
9.6 91 
9.6 90 
9.6 90 
9.6 90.5 
9.8 92 
9.8 96.5 

10.0 104 
10.0 111 
10.0 120 
10.3 131 
14 5 

Failure at 
5:35 after 
20,380 psi. 
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EXT1EME PRESSURE QUALITY TESTS 
FOR EVALUATION OF SYNTHETIC OILS AND EXPERIMENTAL GREASES 

Exp eriment a]. 
Prestone Motor Oil No. 200 Grease 10% 

JA2Q.1O.1OW Spdiußtearate 

Bearing Motor Oil Motor Oil Motor Groase 
Timo Load Load Temp. Load. T.mp. Load Temp. 
Miris. L'si. Ams. °F Amts. Azups. "F 

O O 10.3 85.5 9.5 80 10.2 141 
0:30 0 10.3 83.5 9.5 80 10.1 140 
1:00 0 10.3 84 9.5 80 10.]. 138.5 
1:30 0 10.3 34.5 9.5 80 10.2 13? 
2OO 2560 10.3 85 9.5 83 10.2 165 
2;30 5120 3.0.4 86 9.6 83.5 10.5 132 
3;OO 7680 10.4 86.5 9.? 84 10.5 130.5 
3;30 10140 10.5 88.5 10.0 87 13.5 
4:00 12700 LO.5 91.5 10.0 91 Failure at 
43O 15260 10.6 95.0 10.0 107 3z05 after 
5;OO 17820 10.6 101.5 10.1 125 7,680 psi. 
5:30 20380 Overheat switchlø.5 146 

eut out 5:15 Failure at 
5:58 after 
20,380 pet. 

o 
o :30 
1:00 
1:30 
2 zOO 
2 z 30 
3:00 
3:30 
4:00 
# :30 
o ¡ 00 

o 
O 
o 
O 

2560 
5120 
768O 

10140 
12700 
15260 
17820 

- Experimental groases 
1O Sodjum 
Stearate 

:: 
20% sodtuiu Stearpte 

10.0 130 
10.0 129 
10.0 127.5 
3.0.0 126 
10.0 124 
10.]. 123 
10.1 12]. 

15 O 
Failure at 
3:05 after 
7,680 psi. 

10.2 128 
10.? 12? 
10.2 125 
10.2 124 
10.3 122.5 
10.4 120.5 
10.5 120 
10.6 118 
10.7 118 
10.9 116.5 
11.0 116 
14 5 
Failure at 
5:05 after 
17,280 psi. 

10.0 131 
10.0 130 
10.0 128.5 
10.0 3.2? 

10.1 125 
10.2 123.5 
10.3 122 
10.4 120 
10.5 118 
10.6 116 
10.8 115.5 
15 O 
Failure st 
5:20 after 
17,280 psi. 
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EXTIEME PRESSURE (UALIPY TESTS 
FOR EVALUATION OF EXTREME PRESSURE EXPERIMENTAL GREASES 

T line 
Mins 

o 
0:30 
100 
1:30 
2:00 
2:30 
3:00 
3:30 
4:00 
4:30 
5500 
5 5 
6:00 
6 s 30 
7500 
7:30 
8:00 
8:30 
9:00 
9 30 

10:00 
10:30 
11:00 

Boaring 
Lo ad 

-Psi. 

o 
o 
o 
o 

2560 
5120 
7680 
10140 
12700 
15260 
17820 
20380 
22940 
25500 
28060 
30620 
33180 
35740 
38300 
40860 
43420 
45980 

Extreme Pressure 
Eerezitg1 Grease 

10% Sodium Stearate 
with 10% E.P. Additive 

Motor Grease Motor Grease 
Load Temp. Load Temp. 
Anips. °F Amps, _____ 

9.7 130 
9.7 130 
9.8 12? 
9.8 124 
9.8 122 
9.9 120 
9.9 119 
10.0 117.5 
1.0.1 116 
10.1 115 
10.1 114 
10.2 113 
10.3 112 
10.4 111 
10.4 110 
10.4 110 
10.4 110 
10.5 110 
10.5 110 
10.5 110 
10.5 110 
10.6 111 
1'7.0 
Failure at 
45,980 psi. 
Time-10$4Z5 

9.9 135 
9.9 LA 
9.9 131 
9.9 129 
10.0 12? 
10.0 125 
10.]. 3.23.5 
10.1 122 
10.]. 120 
10.2 119 
10.2 118 
10.2 117 
10.3 116 
10.3 115 
10.3 114 
10.4 113 
10.4 113 
10.5 112.5 
10.5 112.5 
10.6 112 
10.6 112 
10.7 112 
10.9 112 
18 O 
Failure at 
48,640 psi. 
Time-lisOS 



T line 

o 
o ¡ D0 
1:00 
i ¡ 30 
2 $00 
2:30 
3200 
3:30 
4:00 

o 
0230 
1100 
1230 
2*00 
2.30 
3*00 

4:00 

EXTREME RS3URE QUALITY TESTS 
FOR EVALUATIOL 0F C0MME1C IAL OEREASES 

Bearing 
Load 
P si. 

o 
o 
o 
o 

2560 
5120 
7680 
10140 

o 
Q 
o 
o 

2560 
5120 
7680 

10140 
12700 

StQndard Oli Co. of California 
High Temp. Sodium Base Grease 

Motor Grease Motor Grease 
Load Temp. Load Temp. 
AinP3ì F Amps. _____ 

12.8 175 
12.8 174.5 
12.7 172.5 
12.7 170 
12.7 167 
12.8 163 
12.8 161 
12.8 158 
17 O 
Failure at 
3:40 after 
10,140 psi. 

12.5 179 
12.5 178 
12.5 116 
12.5 174.5 
12.6 172 
12,6 jlO 

15 O 
Failure at 
3:32 after 
10,140 psi. 

Union Oil Co. of California 
14 Barium (See Table III) 

12.7 180 
12.5 179 
12.5 177 
10 '-,. 

12.4 171 
12.3 168.5 
12.4 165.5 
12.5 163 
Failure at 
3135 after 
10,140 psi. 

12.0 174 
12.0 175 
12.0 174 
11.9 172 
12.0 170 
12.0 166.5 
12.0 164 
12.0 161 
12.2 159 
15 O 
Failure at 
4:10 after. 
12,700 psi. 
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